Partnership Brochure

Join one of the fastest growing teams in the UK

“The BTCC is the pinnicale of
British Motor racing watched
by a global audience.
It’s your time to shine.”

THE GOOD OLDIt’sDAYS
ARE
BACK
time to join the family.......
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“Our great championship continues to go from
strength-to-strength with interest from teams,
drivers, sponsors, media and fans at an all-time
high. We believe that this document identifies
exactly why the BTCC is ‘the only show in town.”
Alan Gow
BTCC Series Director
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Welcome
Tony Gilham - Team Owner
“Motorsport started for me with track days in
my own car 20 years ago. My instructor told me
that I should pursue a career in racing. In 1999
I raced against BTCC stars of the past Matt
Jackson and James Pickford. However, it wasn’t
until 2005 that I could really get into motor racing
due to budget restrictions. In 2005 I entered the
‘cheap as chips’ championship of MR2 racing,
winning the championship at the first time of
asking. For 2006 we entered the VW cup which
we are still in today. We won the championship
in 2007 and moved to the Porsche Carrera
cup in 2008-2010. 2011 was the breakthrough,
securing a deal to race in the British Touring Car
Championship (BTCC). We picked up podium
finishes and independent wins in 2012 which is
a fantastic achievement for such a new team.
However, 2013 was the year that Team HARD
Racing Limited was formed. This was the year
that we started fielding other drivers in our cars
and not just myself. We are approaching our 6th
year as a professional team and we are going
from strength to strength. We have gone from
running one car in 2013 to 40 cars in 2018. A
small family run team is now one of the biggest
in the UK. I’m still pinching myself and I can’t
thank my partners enough.
We use Motorsport as an activation method
which is essentially an extensive and varied
business hub and one of the largest networking
events in the UK. We have a dedicated team that
work for our partners to deliver unrivalled value
for money opportunities and head up what is a
unique concept. Our set up is a perfect platform
for any brand and we can take the exposure
and lead generation to a whole new level whilst
introducing a far greater level of interaction and
communication. We have one of the biggest

followings in British motorsport as well
as a collective reach way over and
above our nearest competitor. We offer
corporate entertainment on track in a
range of race cars which again is not
available at the same level anywhere
else. That is on top of the high class
of race weekend corporate hospitality
that we also offer and manage in
house. A unique concept that now
covers the complete motorsport
journey with the BTCC at the forefront.
For me, there is nothing like the BTCC
as a fan, a driver, a team owner or a
businessman. At every level it ticks
all the boxes. It’s a TV show with
some great characters which is full of
highs and lows. The marketing of the
championship is fantastic with the fan
base being second to none. You won’t
find another championship like it. This
season we will be running our four
Volkswagen CC’s which are proven
machinery in the BTCC paddock. In
2018 the 2017 Clio Cup champion and

the 2017 VW Cup champion joined the
team demonstrating that we are one
of the most exciting teams on the grid.
They will be with us once again this
term.
Realistically, all we want to do is to
keep improving. We want to win every
championship we compete in and we
have done in the Britcar, VW Cup and
British GT, yet the BTCC still eludes
us. To win the BTCC would write our
team in UK motorsport history. We
are a young team that is pushing
established manufacturers to the limit
and our plan is to bring our partners
along for the rise to the top of the UK’s
most prestigious championship and
beyond!
Thank you for taking the time to read
this partnership brochure. You can find
all of our contacts details on the back
page of this booklet.”
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Advertising
Media Attention

This year the BTCC and its supporting
series will again be shown live and freeto-air on the UK’s largest commercial
broadcaster and will remain so until
at least 2022 after the longest ever
contract was signed between Britain’s
biggest motor sport series and the ITV
Network.
ITV has broadcast the series since 2002
– with its coverage levels increasing
hugely in recent years – and this latest
contract will take the partnership into
an incredible 20th year. The BTCC
remains the only series to boast such
extensive live free-to-air motor racing
television coverage of every round, with
even Formula 1 moving to pay-per-view
TV. This high quality and dedicated
coverage provided by ITV is one of the

most comprehensive of any motor sport
series anywhere in the world.
The BTCC championship also continues
to generate more media coverage
than ever before, both through the
latest media agreement with leading
publishing house Haymarket Consumer
Media and the literally hundreds
of independent media outlets that
follow and report on the BTCC both
in the UK and around the world. The
championship’s high-calibre sporting,
professional and entertainment levels
attract major national TV, radio,
magazines, newspapers and online
media to cover the sport, which
subsequently helps bring the series to
many more millions globally.

On top of this massive marketing
exposure, partners get up close
and behind the scenes of the racing
drivers and team. We have
very professional
hospitality units as
seen in section 5.
Partners get
invited on
to the grid
before
each race.
Savour
the tension
and
atmosphere
moments
before a race,
wave at the TV
cameras, get your
picture taken with
one of our grid girls.
With huge multinational companies
involved, the BTCC opens lots of
business to business opportunities.

We pride ourselves on giving
excellent value for money with
maximum exposure for our
partners. We realise that without
our partners we simply would not be
here.
The team has fans from all over
the world who often message us
after watching BTCC in their home
country. This is a truly global sport.
The team have expansive social
media channels which are unique
to the rest of the grid who fail to
interact with partners and fans alike.
We have a combined following of
20,000 followers across our Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram channels.
Now whilst this isn’t the biggest,
it’s been growing at over 20% per
month throughout the 2018 season.
We are a team on the rise.
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TV & Spectator Data
UK TELEVISION
As television audiences move towards
consuming content in different ways, via
online streaming and on-demand services,
the presence of the ITV Hub and itv.com/
btcc is an ever-increasing one. Supporters
can watch anywhere, on any device and
at any time. Furthermore, from 2019, the
BTCC is set to be the only major motor
sport championship to be screened live on
free-to-air TV in the UK.

UK TV AIRTIME BREAKDOWNS
10x

Live Programmes

72:25hours

Live Programmes 72:25hours

10x

144:50

TOTAL ITV LIVE
BROADCAST HOURS

10x

Highlights programmes 30:00hours

10x

Highlights programmes 30:00hours

10x

Highlights programmes 12:30hours

10x

Highlights programmes 12:30hours

(totalling 3 hrs per event including repeats)

TOTAL UK TV AUDIENCE
UK TV AUDIENCE (MILLIONS)

19.4

*Cumulative sustained audience viewer hours,
weighted according to programme duration

UK TV AIRTIME
TOTAL NUMBER OF
HOURS OF ITV
COVERAGE IN 2017

233:50

ITV SPORT FIGURES
ITV SPORT
Website
Unique annual vistors

31,531,729

(totalling 3 hrs per event including repeats)

(totalling 1.25 hours each event)

(totalling 1.25 hours each event)

10x

&

Season highlights 04:00hours

TOTAL ITV
HIGHLIGHTS
HOURS
TOTAL ITV LIVE
& HIGHLIGHTS
HOURS

89
233:50

The above does not include the ‘plus one hour’ re-broadcast

channels (ie. ITV4+1 & ITV1+1) which would add another 117.15
hours onto the total number of hours of ITV coverage.

• All TV data sourced from IFM Sports Marketing Surveys Ltd
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The championship, its drivers and teams and
of course the fans take to Twitter to discuss
everything BTCC. It’s a hub for anyone wanting
to get involved in the discussion and keep their
finger on the pulse. #BTCC can often be found
among the UK’s national trends.
twitter.com/DunlopBTCC
WWW.BTCC.NET
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MONTHLY
IMPRESSIONS

11,315,505

The official BTCC Facebook page continues
to grow with 25,000 more fans joining the
community over the last year. Monthly total
impressions
– the number of times any content associated
with the page is seen
– exceeds 10 million a month. It’s one of our
most valuable assets in reaching our fans and
our engagement figures rival anybody’s.
facebook.com/OfficialBTCC
NTERNATIONAL TELEVISON
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200+

countries with 52 minute
highlights per round.

+

2016 saw a new record for both peak and
average unique visitors, with over 280,000
visiting the site in a single month. The website
remains the hub for breaking news, results,
views, features, live coverage, photography and
profiles.
WWW.BTCC.NET

countries with 23 minute
highlights per round.

million
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Subaru joined the ranks in 2016 to become the 13th
marque to be represented in the NGTC era.

It is not uncommon in the BTCC for teams to use the same shell as another. We
are in a very unique position as we have been the sole team to run Volkswagen
Passat CC’s since 2017, making our team easily identifiable on track.
TRACKSIDE ATTENDANCE

385,100

Trackside spectator figures continue to rise year-on-year for more than a decade.
Totals are cumulative three-day attendance at all ten BTCC meetings.

2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
300,000 310,000 320,000 330,000 340,000 350,000 360,000 370,000 380,000

SPECTATOR DATA

MALE

FEMALE

UNDER 35

35 OR OVER

Average number of
events attended in 2015

1.86

1.41

1.63

1.85

44%
41%
Racing
24% Atmosphere

33%
32%
Racing
17% Atmosphere

42%
43%
Racing
20% Atmosphere

41%
35%
20%

12%

15% Good day out

13%

14%

Percentage who have
bought merchandise
Top five aspects enjoyed
most during the day

Racing
Atmosphere
Good day out
Food & Drink

Weather

9% Good day out

9%

Weather

Weather

9% Good day out

11%

8% Food & Drink
7% Food & Drink
5% Food & Drink
8%
Nothing
42%
Nothing
40%
Nothing
43%
Nothing
42%
Crowds/queues 14% Crowds/queues 17% Crowds/queues 12% Crowds/queues 14%
Weather

Five aspects the public
disliked

Travelling

Social class

Personal income

Top three other sports
watched on TV

10%

15%

Travelling

10%

Travelling

10%

Quality of food

8% Quality of food

7% Quality of food

7% Quality of food

9%

Toilet queues
AB

6% Toilet queues
40%
AB

7% Toilet queues
25%
AB

6% Toilet queues
24%
AB

5%
50%

C1

50%

C1

60%

C1

55%

C1

44%

C2

7%

C2

5%

C2

15%

C2

3%

DE

3%

DE

10%

DE

6%

DE

3%

Under £15,000

1%

0%

1%

0%

£15,000 £19,999

3%

1%

1%

1%

£20,000 £24,999

3%

3%

8%

3%

£25,000 £29,999

8%

12%

13%

9%

£30,000 £34,999

14%

16%

17%

17%

£35,000 £44,999

22%

27%

25%

24%

£45,000 £54,999

21%

18%

12%

20%

£55,000 £64,999

12%

11%

11%

10%

£65,000 or over 16%

12%
52%
46%

12%
69%
67%

16%
76%
68%

Formula 1
Football

75%
71%

Formula 1
Football

Top three national

The Sun

papers read

Daily Mail

29%
26%
21%

Telegraph

9%

Rugby

Research carried out by
Repucom

Travelling

Tennis

Formula 1
Football

The Times

45%
26%
13%

Daily Mail

Express

12%

Express

Daily Mail

Althletics
The Sun

23%
31%
14%
9%

Formula 1
Football
Cricket
Daily Mail
Telegraph
The Sun

51%
28%
20%
7%
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Advertising Space

The following advertising areas can also be included in any partnership
package:
Advertising on our championship winning Britcar, Supercup, VW Cup or Cole
Trucksport vehicles.
Garage/awning advertising boards
Hospitality advertising - posters, lanyards and table centres
Race suit advertising
Crash helmet advertising
Teamwear advertising

4.1
Other Opportunities ces
The following activities can also be included in any partnership package:
Tagging and mentions on all Team HARD social media channels.
Creation of social media graphics for your company to be posted on Team
HARD channels.
Space on the Team HARD website for your company to write articles and leave
contact details.
Networking events with fellow partners.
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Hospitality
Our hospitality starts as soon as you
arrive at the circuit. You will be collected
by one of our hospitality team in true
VIP style on a golf buggy and taken to
our team hospitality unit.
There you will have full access to drinks
throughout the day which include: soft,
fizzy drinks, juice, bottled water for
those hot days and tea and coffee.
You will be invited on to the grid for
one of the races to soak up even
more atmosphere as you look up
to the packed grandstands to see
people looking on in envy... you might
even bump into the ITV crew as they
complete their grid walk.
Watch the racing with the team from
inside the pit garages or hospitality
awning.
Get to know more about the BTCC and
the cars with ‘team talks’.

Meet Tony and the drivers to get signed
goodies.
Network with other like-minded business
people. We will always try to introduce
companies to each other.
FULL HOSPITALITY EXPERIENCE
Full hospitality is available which
includes cooked breakfast and dinner
with afternoon tea and cake also
provided. We do everything we can to
make your day with us a very special
one.
IDEAL TO INVITE CUSTOMERS,
CLIENTS, SUPPLIERS OR ACT AS
STAFF INCENTIVES
There is no better way to say thank you
for your business. Your customers will
get a buzz from this and will want to
come back time and time again.
The feedback we get from our guests
are always very positive.

6
Track Days
As part of your package we can also
include corporate track days for you to
entertain your clients or team build with
your staff.
As always, our team of professional
drivers will be on hand at all times
to offer advice and one-to-one in-car
tuition.
All levels of driver are welcome on these
events, even if you have never taken
part in a track day.
A typical General Car Track Day has an
Open Pit Lane format, enabling you to
go out on the circuit as you choose. One
of the most important parts of the day
is next, with the drivers’ briefing. This
will cover everything you need to know
about the day including the schedule,
circuit information, rules and some very
useful coaching hints and tips.
We offer two types of track day:
VW track day consists of:
Each guest getting 2 sessions of hot
laps in our VW Golf GTI race prepared
Cup cars with BTCC and other front
running race drivers before taking to the
wheel themselves for 2 driving sessions
in the Cup cars in full race trim with
qualified instructors.
Restricted to between 10-20 people
which means more seat time and an
extra hot lap session for all.

It also allows you to promote your
company with videos, literature, goody
bags etc and spend a whole day with
your clients/guests.
BTCC track day consists of:
Each guest getting 1 session of hot
laps in our VW race prepared Cup cars
with BTCC and other front running
race drivers before taking to the wheel
themselves for driving sessions in the
Cup cars in full race trim with qualified
instructors.
Restricted to up to 10 people per day
Each person will also get hot laps in one
of our 2016 Toyota Avensis BTCC cars
and the opportunity to actually drive it.
This will without doubt be a day to
remember and for some the realisation
of a dream, being in control of a fully
prepared race car on slick tyres.

7
The 2019 Calendar
BTCC Calender
7 April - Brands Hatch (Indy)
28 April - Donington Park
19 May - Thruxton
16 June - Croft
30 June - Oulton Park
4 August - Snetterton
18 August - Thruxton
15 September - Knockhill
29 September - Silverstone
13 October - Brands Hatch (Grand
Prix)

The Dunlop MSA British Touring Car
Championship has firmly established
itself as the UK’s flagship motor sport
series and as a result, takes pride of
place at all of the country’s foremost
circuits. Consistency is the order of
the day given the high level of success
and strong reception garnered by the
calendar’s current format. Its order
of ten events is due to continue, with
Brands Hatch again bookending 2019’s
schedule.

The BTCC selects the most renowned
circuits with the most exciting layouts
and best facilities, spanning the length
and breadth of Britain to ensure as many
spectators as possible are afforded
an enthralling trackside experience.
For supporters chasing an exhilarating
weekend’s action or businesses looking
to entertain clients, staff and partners
with a winning blend of hospitality and
on-track excitement, the BTCC with Team
HARD is an unrivalled package.

8
Packages

Tailored Packages
We firmly believe that you should be
able to pick and choose your partnership
package. We are not going to force you
to pay for something that your business
does not acquire. For example, If you
are more interested in track days and
hospitality then logo coverage on the car
then we can cater for that.
Furthermore, we are an open-minded
team that always listens out for new
ideas on ways we can cater for our

partners. If you have a requirement that
is not in this booklet then please discuss
this with us. More often than not we
can include your requirements with any
package that we negotiate together.
Being a family run team, we want to
offer you the best value for money which
is why we offer a unique partnership
packaging method meaning that we can
tailor to all of your needs and remove
any excess that you do not require. No
budget is too small.

9
Testimonials
“We’re now in our second year of
partnership with Team Hard. We have
brought over 180 guests to multiple races
and know that they will be guaranteed
a great day with professional hospitality
throughout and a real opportunity to get
close to the racing.

“Being motorsport fans at Woya Digital we
were honestly uncertain on what benefits
partnering with a motor racing team would
bring to us, even for the UK’s motorsport
pinnacle of the BTCC.

“Team Hard Racing are a welcoming team
and their support towards our company has
been extremely beneficial. Supporting them
in the BTCC has allowed us to market our
company in directions we never expected
and has helped us market our internationally
recognised products in ways we could never
have imagined. ‘Go Hard or Go Home’”
Michael Martin - Damar Biz International

“Just Group are delighted to be part of this
season’s Team Hard BTCC challenge.
This exciting tournament provides us
with a unique opportunity to entertain our
valued customers, business partners and
employees. The team put a huge amount
of work into providing us with everything
that we need to make our partnership really
work for all of our stakeholders. Feedback
from everyone that has attended the events
so far has been massively positive.”
David Cooper - Just Group PLC

The event hospitality won us and our guests
over. You could clearly see the passion
Partnering with Team Hard has given us the delivered by Team Hard in everything they
opportunity to display our brand to multiple did on the day from racing to cake! And
potential new customers, while at the same our guests had a priceless time seeing ‘the
time entertaining existing clients and our
other side’ of motorsport, with VIP treatment.
own staff.”
For our business it was a simple marketing
Dean Barrett - Rolec Ltd investment, that has paid off already.”
Steve O’Brien - Woya Digital

Contact Details:
Tony Gilham
Email - tony@team-hard.com
Telephone -07771 641 732
Gary Allen
Email - gary@team-hard.com
Telephone -07771 370 591
Joshua Bashford
Email - Josh@team-hard.com
Telephone - 07715 589 849

Accreditation:
Tony Gilham - Managing Director
Alan Gow - BTCC Series Director
ITV Sport - Live Broadcaster
Joshua Bashford - Designer
Mike Hills - Photography

@teamhard_racing

@teamhardracing

@teamhardracing

www.team-hard.com

